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This study evaluates electronic information services and tools at fictionally-named
Company X. A web survey was administered to the company workers to determine value
and satisfaction ratings with the present electronic services and desktop tools. The study
revealed a high usage of certain databases and the need for more electronic services, such
as more full-text, electronic journals. Survey participants had a high comfort level with
using electronic services and databases, and preferred to use them over other products.
Findings also revealed a need for education and marketing of library services to fully
utilize and make these databases and services cost-effective. Survey participants wanted
convenient access to library materials relative to their own office location. The study
concludes survey participants want more electronic services and databases to meet their
information needs.
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INTRODUCTION
Current information gives an organization or companies the competitive edge it
needs to be successful. There is a plethora of information in both electronic and print
formats, but not all information is easily accessible. A small percentage of the population
possesses the knowledge to access information in a timely and cost effective manner. Due
to lack of searching skills and expertise, technological advances and new information
systems mean some clients are unable to access information. Education and training is
one way to assist the client in accessing the right databases to retrieve needed
information.
Many corporations have a library, often referred to as an information management
center. The services found in a corporate information center are deemed essential to the
corporation because they provide information, research, and training services.
Information centers, along with special libraries, academic and research libraries have
incorporated new technologies that are changing the image of the traditional library.
Virtual libraries, libraries without walls, and digital libraries appear to be the new trend in
libraries as the 20th century comes to a close.
Information centers in corporations offer many services and products to meet the
needs of their users. As each database and resource the library decides to purchase for the
collection costs money, the library needs to be sure clients are utilizing these electronic
8services to their full potential, or the corporation is not realizing its investment. The
information center needs to determine which electronic services and products the clients
value the most.  An evaluation of products and services is needed periodically to ensure
user satisfaction.  How satisfied are clients with the present services and what value do
they place on each one? Is there a connection between satisfaction and perceived value of
services? Is there a relationship between library use and a decentralized arrangement of
libraries? Would Company X provide more efficient services by merging its libraries into
one central location and encourage clients to utilize the electronic tools and services
available at their desktop?
The value of the information management center and the value of services has
been researched and published by numerous scholars in the field. Scholars, such as James
Matarazzo, Jose-Marie Griffiths, Donald King, and Joanne Marshall, are noted for their
research contributions establishing which services are valued by the client, and more
importantly, how information specialists can measure their value to the corporation. The
question of value and wise investment choices will continue to play an important role in
the future of the information center.
9Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Research articles discussed in this chapter can be divided into two main
categories: research on the value of information services and research on how to measure
the value of the information professional.  Examples in the first category include three
books: Valuing Corporate Libraries: A Survey of Senior Managers (Matarazzo, Park and
Gunther, 1990); Corporate Library Excellence  (Matarazzo, 1990) and A Manual on the
Evaluation of Information Centers and Services  (Griffiths and King, 1991). All of these
books discuss possible solutions to the first part of the research question – “What is the
value of services found in a corporate information management center?”
Matarazzo et al (1990) conducted a survey that concentrated on the emerging
trends and the value of the special library within an organization.  Its methodology
included interviewing and surveying the executive managers of the corporations where
the libraries were housed. The survey included 164 corporations from a cross section of
the GNP.  Matarazzo derived several important conclusions, one being that clients who
use the library services rate database searching as the most valuable service. Several
useful strategies for the special librarian to use in justifying their value to the companies
executive committee are also provided.  One strategy is for the librarian to create a survey
asking their clients which library services they believe add the most value to the company
and then to report these findings to their corporate bosses. Matarazzo’s et al (1990) poses
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important questions for future research which relate closely to the present study.  For
example, he asks, “What is an effective means of measuring the value of a library? What
role will advances in technology play in the special library?”
Along the same lines, Matarazzo (1990) the same year published a book by
himself titled, Corporate Library Excellence. This book contains descriptive case studies
of thirteen corporate libraries that the author considers excellent. From the descriptions,
the reader may infer new techniques and management skills to increase the value of
library services to their constituents and suggest methods to demonstrate their value to
their corporate bosses.
Griffiths and King (1991) co-authored A Manual of Evaluation for Information
Services, a compilation of many studies in one book. The last study presented, "The
Value of Information Centers" is relevant to this research proposal. It focuses on the
following issues: “What are users are willing to pay? How much would it cost to get the
information if the services were not available? and To what extent do the services achieve
cost savings for the user?” (p. 109).  The data presented demonstrates how the value of
the information services has increased and continues to rise.
The second group of relevant research studies includes articles that deal with how
to measure the value of the information professional in a corporate library setting. One
article is “Building a Model Business Case: Current Awareness Service in a Special
Library” (Harris and Marshall, 1996), another is Part I and Part II of “Studying the Value
of Library and Information Services” (Saracevic and Kantor, 1997). These two articles
shed light on the second research question of interest here, “How can an information
specialist prove their value to their corporate bosses?”
11
 Harris & Marshall (1996) argue the importance of building a model case and
show how it can evaluate various services offered by a library. The uniqueness of this
study lies in its ability to offer several examples of cost/benefits that also show the value
of services and the contribution of the library to the company. The study offers special
libraries a way to demonstrate their value financially by showing the amount of money
saved by a specific service. This, in turn, will support the value of the service through its
importance and its cost effectiveness.
To the value of information services, Sarecevic and Kantor (1997) provide a
different form of measurement. The aim of their 15-month study was to supply libraries
with a method to collect data on the cost and value of their services. Part I of the study
discusses the definition of value in terms of philosophy and economics. The value of
information, evaluation criteria, and other aspects set the theoretical framework of their
study. Part II of the study discusses the methodology and taxonomy of the value of
information and library services.
12
Chapter 3
METHODLOGY
This study examines in case study format one approach to evaluating products and
services as well as models of service delivery. It is modeled after Matarazzo’s et al
(1990) study, Valuing Corporate Libraries. In tead of a number of companies being
studied, only one company will be examined, designated here as Company X in order to
provide anonymity to study respondents. Unlike Matarazzo’s use of managers completing
the survey, both employees and managers were invited to complete this survey.
A web survey was chosen to address the value of information services in the
Company X corporation. One perceived value for a web survey is that it can reach a
greater percentage of library patrons who use the staffed libraries. The web survey was
distributed via email to the main distribution lists in the company. Details on the number
of each sub-group are provided below.
Research Population
When advertising new products and services via email, the Information
Management & Analysis Department (IM&A) targets several of the main distribution
lists in the company. Company X uses Microsoft Outlook Exchange software for email,
which has a feature allowing distribution lists with multiple recipients to be created in an
address book. The following distribution lists were used in the survey: R&D
13
Development (List 1), Business/Marketing (List 2), R&D Research (List 3), Medical
Operations (List 4), and Customer Response Center (List 5). See Appendix A for the list
of departmental groups and their numbers for each list.
Participants were selected by stratified random sampling, where 25% of each
distribution list was used.  Every fourth name (25%) was chosen on each distribution list
to receive a survey, which was delivered by a directly addressed email (See Appendix B
for the email message sent). The same procedure was completed for all (5) of the
distribution lists.
Figure 1 below presents the number on each of the distribution lists, the number
sent, the number who returned the questionnaire and the response rate. After two weeks,
139 participants responded to the survey. To improve the response rate, a follow-up email
of the original survey was resent to non-respondents two weeks after the first (Appendix
C). This increased the number of respondents to 148.  In effort to improve the response
rate, the participants were automatically entered into a drawing for a $50 American
Express Gift Check that can be redeemed anywhere.
Distribution List Total
Number on
List
Total
Number
Sent
Number of
Respondents
Response
Rate
1  US R&D
Development
737 168 33 20%
2  US Marketing &
Business
130 36 4 11%
3  US R&D
Research
740 172 43 19%
4  US Medical
Operations
766 178 43 25%
5  US Customer
Response Center
55 14 6 43%
Total 2,458 565 133 24%
Figure 1: Distribution List Numbers
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Distribution list 5 had the highest response rate, followed by list 4 and list 1. The
average response rate for the survey was 24%. These 5 lists are roughly half the number
of employees at the US site (Fig.1).
Pilot Study
Prior to sending out the survey, a pilot study with three subjects was conducted to
test it for problems of comprehension. The pilot study consisted of thirty-minute
interviews with the three subjects --Subject A, Subject B and Subject C.  The interviews
were held in each subject's office. Interview questions centered on receiving feedback on
the format of the survey, the clarity of questions, and eliciting other insights or
suggestions. (See Appendix D for interview notes with these insights). All the
suggestions were considered and many were incorporated into the survey.
Survey Instrument
An electronic format of the survey was chosen for several reasons (Appendix E).
Library staff had administered print surveys in the past and experienced a very low
response rate. A new approach was needed to evaluate services.  Other departments
within the company had begun to administer surveys electronically – via email and the
Intranet. This method appeared to have the potential for a higher response rate with a
greater number of participants. The survey was in web format to make it easier for
participants to access, complete and return. The purpose of the survey questions was to
find out:
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· who the clients are
· what method clients use to contact the library
· how frequently clients consult the three reference desks
· what the client's opinion of reference desk service is
· what electronic services and databases the clients utilize
· how valuable and satisfied the clients are with the present electronic services
and databases
· what the client's opinion of  the decentralized arrangement of libraries
· how important is convenient access to library materials
· which library clients visit most frequently
· what activities clients pursue in the library
· what the client's comfort level is in using electronic desktop tools and services
· any other suggestions or comments about IM&A's electronic information
services.
 The satisfaction and value of electronic services and databases was the main
focus of the survey. Databases were evaluated according to how satisfied the users were
when using the specified databases and how valuable the users found the specified
databases. The survey examined the user's opinion of the decentralized library locations
to determine if this arrangement best met their needs. The survey also evaluated user
response to a proposed centralized location, with convenient access to library materials.
Finally, the survey examined how comfortable the users were in using electronic desktop
tools to evaluate the satisfaction and value ratings of the electronic services and
databases. Three areas -- satisfaction and value of databases, opinion of decentralized or
centralized location and comfort level using electronic tools were the main focus areas of
the survey. Other areas of concern included method of contacting the library, usage and
opinion of reference desk services, and usage and activity in Company X's libraries.
In order for the results not be skewed, another survey was created for participants
who do not use library services (Appendix F).  This survey asked the same identification
questions as the first survey, in addition to what other resources participants use to meet
their information needs. Out of 148 respondents, only 15 used this survey. Most of the
16
participants received their information from the Internet, colleagues and departmental
libraries (Appendix K).
17
Chapter 4
THE CASE STUDY: COMPANY X
Company X is a leading research-based pharmaceutical company in the United
States of America. The Information Management and Analysis Department (IM&A) are
responsible for meeting the information needs of the company's 4,500 plus employees.
Libraries and Collection
There are several libraries and reading rooms on the company's US site. The six
libraries selected for the survey are the Research and Development Reference Center
(R&D), the Clinical Sciences Reference Center (Clin. Sci.), the Business Reference
Information Center (BRIC), the Chemistry Reading Room (North Library), the Medical
Affairs Library (Sanders), and the Venture Reading Room (Venture).
The first three libraries -- R&D, Clin. Sci. and the BRIC-- house the majority of
the company's 30,000 books and 1400 journal subscriptions. The R&D Library has a
large circulating collection, with over 8,000 items. This library's collection primarily
centers on computing, pharmaceutical science, research and regulatory issues and has
over 1100 reference materials. The R&D Library houses almost 900 journals, including
current and back issues of titles. This location is considered the main library and serves
the majority of clients.
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The Clinical Sciences Library also has an extensive circulating collection with
over 8,000 items. This collection focuses on clinical and medical subject areas and has
almost 600 journal titles in addition to 1200 reference materials. It is a new library,
almost one year old. The BRIC's non-circulating collection primarily contains marketing
and business information. It has an extensive reference collection with more than 600
reference items, 100 key business journals, and numerous market reports. All three
libraries have a staffed reference desk.
The Chemistry Reading Room, the Medical Affairs Library and the Sanders
Reading Room account for a small percentage of the company's overall holdings. Clients
may also use the Virtual Reference Desk (VRD), in addition to other electronic services
and desktop tools available via the Intranet and the Internet to meet their research needs.
Electronic Services
IM&A offers its clients many services to meet the needs of its users. A few of
these services include document delivery and interlibrary loan, electronic services,
reference services, literature searches and various internal and external searchable
databases. The selected electronic services examined in the survey were:
· IM&A Homepage
· Electronic Journals
· Forms on Line page
· Virtual Reference Desk page
 The IM&A Homepage is the library gateway to its services. At this location,
clients have access to many services in both the US and UK information management
centers. The IM&A Homepage also links to the Electronic Journals page and the Forms
on Line page.  The Electronic Journals page is a centralized location of journal links for
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clients to browse, read, download and print articles without physically coming to the
library or requesting articles through document delivery or interlibrary loan services. The
Electronic Journals page has links to over 300 journals with access to abstracts and full
text articles. Some overlap among the journals located in house and the ones on the web
provide convenient access for users. The Forms on Line page has links to forms designed
for ease of use by clients and efficiency by staff. Forms include article requests,
interlibrary loans, literature searches, patent searches, and others. This service allows
clients to send in various types of requests via the Intranet.
The Virtual Reference Desk (VRD) is a new addition to the library's electronic
services. Its purpose is to provide a resource for commonly asked questions in order to
reduce the amount of general reference questions received at the reference desk and to
make clients more independent in gathering and researching information. The VRD
differs from the IM&A Homepage in several ways. It has links to commonly requested
sources, such as dictionaries, telephone books, maps, currency conversions, acronym
finders and others. The VRD also has several topic areas that provide links to
authoritative sources of general information, such as topics in business, chemistry,
research, genetics, and pharmacology.
Electronic Databases
IM&A offers its clients access to many internal and external electronic databases.
The seven specialized internal databases will be referred to hereafter as Database A,
Database B, Database C, Database D, Database E, Database F and Database G. External
subscription databases include Contents Now, Dow Jones Interactive, Medline, Current
20
Contents, and PDR Online. The Pharmaceutical Industry News (PIN) is an internal
gateway to pharmaceutical news. The IM&A group provide client support for all the
databases mentioned above as well as some not included in the study.
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Chapter 5
SURVEY FINDINGS
Survey results are divided into three sections: Performance, Correlations and
Comments. The Performance section provides percentage and frequency statistics for
each of the questions on the survey (Appendix E).   The Correlations section concentrates
on three main areas: satisfaction and value of databases, client opinion on the question of
decentralized or centralized location of information services, and comfort level in using
electronic tools. The Correlations section also analyzes why certain databases are more
used than others and tests whether there is a correlation between high satisfaction and
value of databases with strong opinion about having one centralized location. Also, the
departmental origin of respondents according to distribution list is tested for relationships
to certain other variables in the survey and reported here. A combination of the three
main focus areas is used as an indication of an overall opinion of electronic services and
their wishes for future library services. The last section, Comments, reports the
respondent's comments that were submitted along with the survey.
Performance
Lists 1, 2, and 3 (Development, Research and Medical Operations) had the
highest proportional response rate to the survey (Fig.2). These three groups had more
employees than other distribution lists. The majority of employees of Company X work
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in R&D Development, R&D Research and Medical Operations. The Business/Marketing
departments compose a small percentage of the company, which produced a lower
response rate.  An overwhelmingly large percentage (83.5%) of the participants is full-
time (Fig.3). This is also representative of the company as a whole, with most employees
having full-time or contract status.
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
List 1 R&D
Research
List 2 Business List 3  R&D
Development
List 4 Medical
Operations
List 5 Customer
Respnse Center
No Answer
n=133
Figure 2: Distribution Lists
Employment Status Percentage (n)
n=133
Contract 11.0%  (14)
Full-Time 84.0%  (111)
Intern/Student/Fellow 1.0%  (2)
Part-Time 1.0%  (2)
No Answer 3.0%  (4)
Figure 3: Employment Status
More than half of the respondents use the Forms on Line page as their primary
method of contact (Fig.4). The Forms on Line page is an electronic source provided by
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IM&A for clients to utilize the library's resources. The second most common method of
contacting the library is walk-in, which accounted for about a quarter of the users.
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
Email Fax Forms on Line
Page
Telephone Virtual
Reference
Desk
Walk-In Other
n=123
Figure 4: Method of Contact
Another method of contacting the library is by consulting the reference desk. The
majority of clients contact the three reference desks (BRIC, R&D and Clin. Sci.) an
average of 1-3 times per month (Fig.5), although almost 40% of the library's clients do
not consult the reference desks at all. The low use of the reference desk can perhaps be
attributed to high comfort level in using electronic services, such as the Forms on Line
page, the Virtual Reference Desk and others. When asked about Reference Desk service
24
almost all of the library's clientele who used the service reported they were satisfied with
the present services (Fig.6)
Number of Times Percentage (n)
n=133
0 Times 37.6% (50)
1-3 Times 53.4% (71)
4-6 Times  6.8%   (9)
7-9 Times  2.3%   (3)
10-12 Times ---
13 or More ---
Figure 5: Reference Desk Consultations in One Month
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1 (Unsatisfied) 2 3  (Satisfied) 4 5  (Very Satisfied)
n=89
Figure 6: Satisfaction with Reference Desk Service
In addition to reference desk service, all of the electronic services received
favorable ratings in both satisfaction and value categories (Figs.7&8). The most used
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electronic source is the Forms on Line page, which has the highest satisfaction rating
among the other services. The Electronic Journals page had the second highest response
rate, but the highest value ratings. Only 1% of the respondents thought the Forms on Line
page and the Electronic Journals page had little value.
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90
Electronic Journals (n=82)Forms on Line (n=93)IM&A Homepage (n=60)Virtual Reference Desk
(n=40)
Dissatisfied Satisfied Very Satisfied
Figure 7: Satisfaction with Electronic Services
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Figure 8: Value Ratings of Electronic Services
Figure 9 indicates Medline is the most used database, the most valuable database
and the second highest satisfaction ranking database among its users. Medline and
Database C were included in all Top 5 lists. The Physicians Desk Reference  (PDR)
Online was also ranked in the Top 5 for all categories, but generally received lower
rankings than Medline. The Pharmaceutical and Industry News page (PIN) received high
rankings in two of the three categories, despite being excluded in the most valuable
category. The discrepancy in the number of respondents for the satisfaction and value
rankings is due to some respondents not answering both parts of the question. Database F
had both the lowest satisfaction and lowest value ranking; more users were dissatisfied
than satisfied with this product – obviously a candidate for replacement (Figs.9-11).
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Most Used Databases Highest Satisfaction Ratings Highest Value Ratings
· Medline · PIN · Medline
· Database C · Medline · Database E
· PIN · PDR Online · PDR Online
· PDR Online · SciFinder · Crossfire
· Database A · Database C · Database C
Figure 9: Top 5 List of Databases
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Figure 11: Value Ratings of Electronic Database
Over 50% of respondents visit the R&D library the most out of all the libraries
(Fig.12). The R&D library is the main library on the COMPANY X campus. Brochures,
pamphlets, and electronic services and product advertisements list the R&D Reference
Desk's phone number as the primary contact for customer service and support. The
ranking among the remaining libraries shows Sanders, Clin. Sci., and the Chemistry
Library respectively. This is significant because the Clin. Sci. library is the only one out
of the three that has a staffed reference desk and theoretically, should be ranked second in
use. The BRIC library's usage level is low, but this is reflective of the number of
respondents from the Business/Marketing distribution list (see Fig.2).
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Figure 12: Most Visited Library
More than half of library use among the most visited libraries is 1-3 times per
month (Fig.13), suggesting that the majority of clients on average do not visit the library
frequently. Other methods of meeting their information needs are utilized, such as using
the Virtual Reference Desk and other electronic services.
Number of Times Per Month Percentage (n)
n=106
0 Times 23.0%  (24)
1-3 Times 54.0%  (57)
4-6 Times 16.0%  (17)
7-9 Times 4.0%   (5)
10-12 Times 2.0%   (2)
13 or More 1.0%   (1)
Figure 13: Library Use
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The respondents were asked which of the activities in Figure 14 do they engage in
when they come to the library. The table represents the number of affirmative responses
for each question. The most reported behavior was to browse and read the journals.
Clients can browse both current issues and back issues of journals in all the libraries. The
second most reported behavior was to use the photocopy machine. It is assumed clients
were making photocopies of articles from the non-circulating journals located in the
library. Only 28% of clients ask for assistance at the Reference Desk. This is the third
most reported activity, but the number is fairly low. Respondents contacting the reference
desk via the Forms on Line page, the Virtual Reference Desk and other means can
account for the low number of people asking for assistance.
Activity Percentage (n)
n=133
I look for library material in the library
catalog
24.8% (33)
I use the photocopy machines 50.4%  (67)
I read/browse journals 63.9%  (85)
I use the computer workstations for Internet,
email, etc.
10.5%  (14)
I browse the newspapers 21.1%  (28)
I borrow/renew my library materials 14.3%  (19)
I read my own/library books   8.3%  (11)
I ask for assistance at the reference desk 27.8%  (37)
I browse the book selection 17.3%  (23)
Figure 14: Activity in Most Visited Library
Only 75% of the respondents had an opinion of the decentralized arrangement of
libraries (Fig.15), but, when asked how important convenient access to needed
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information, 95% of the respondents had an opinion about a centralized library location
(Fig.16).  The higher response rate indicates the library's clientele want more convenient
access to library materials. The decentralized arrangement is an obstacle for a small
percentage of the library’s clientele. The respondents who voiced their opinion of the
present decentralized arrangement either found it to be not convenient or very convenient
(Fig.15). The majority of respondents were in favor of a centralized location for
convenient access to materials.  A strong consensus (60%) stated convenient access to
library materials was very important to their daily work routine (Fig.16).
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Figure 15: Convenience of Decentralized Libraries
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Figure 16: Importance of Convenient Access to Library Materials
Figure 17 indicates a gradual increase in comfort level using electronic desktop
tools and services made available by IM&A group.  Most respondents feel comfortable
using electronic tools. All employees have a computer workstation with access to email
and the Internet. This, plus the fact that the survey itself was in web format, can attribute
to the high number of respondents comfortable with electronic tools.
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Figure 17: Comfort Level Using Electronic Desktop Tools and Services
Correlations
Respondents from distribution lists 1, 3, and 5 visit the R&D Library the most
(Fig.18). List 2 uses the BRIC the most while list 4 uses the Sanders library the most. List
3 uses all the libraries except the BRIC: list 4 respondents are almost evenly distributed
among Clin. Sci., Sanders and R&D Libraries. Distribution lists 3 and 4 also use the
library the most frequently during a one month period. Even though group 3 had fewer
respondents, more of the respondents use the library frequently. This group was the only
one to have respondent’s report using the library 13 or more times (Fig.19).
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Figure 18: The Distribution List's Most Visited Library
Distribution ListLibrary
Use Per
Month
1
(n=26)
%
2
(n=4)
%
3
(n=33)
%
4
(n=36)
%
5
(n=4)
%
0 times 27 50 12 17 75
1-3 62 25 58 53 25
4-6 11 - 21 19 -
7-9 - - 6 8 -
10-12 - 25 - 3 -
13 or more - - 3 - -
Figure 19: The Distribution List's Library Use
The R&D is the most used library in the 1-3 category (Fig.20). The Sanders,
Clinical Sciences and Chemistry Libraries have a smaller user base than the other
libraries but are used more frequently. The three libraries had more users in the 4-6 times
35
per month range. The Chemistry library was used the most in the 7-9 times range and the
13 or more times range.
Most Visited Library
Library Usage
Business
Reference
Center
(n=2)
%
Chemistry
Library
(n=11)
%
Clinical
Sciences
Library
(n=13)
%
Sanders
Library
(n=13)
%
R&D
Library
(n=39)
%
Venture
Reading
Room
(n=4)
%
1-3 Times 50 55 77 46 79 75
4-6 Times - 27 23 38 13 25
7-9 Times - 9 - 8 8 -
10-12 Times 50 - - 8 - -
13 or more Times - 9 - - - -
Total (n=82) 2 13 16 16 48 5
Figure 20: Library Usage Levels of the Most Visited Libraries
Respondents can use other methods besides visiting the library to meet their
information needs. Most of the respondents who use the electronic services and databases
gave high satisfaction and value ratings. In general, they reported a higher total
satisfaction rating (3.9) and a higher total value rating (4.1) for electronic services than
for electronic databases (satisfaction 3.5 and value 4.1 on a five point scale)
(Figs.21&22).  Both electronic services and databases were rated higher on value than
satisfaction. There were significant discrepancies between the two ratios of satisfaction
and value for each database. For example, Database E ratings show a difference of .7
(2.5*3.2). This finding suggests that the user could benefit from training on how to use
the electronic databases. The low satisfaction rates could be improved by education and
training on how to fully utilize the database. High satisfaction ratings also correlate with
the high comfort level of using electronic desktop tools (see Fig. 28).
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Figure 21: Satisfaction and Value Averages for Electronic Services
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Figure 22: Satisfaction and Value Averages for Electronic Databases
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The percentage of use of each database among the distribution lists identifies the
main users of the specified databases (Fig.23).  It is important to note that a greater
number of users for a database reduce the percentage of use for each distribution list.
This explains why Medline was not at the top of the list for each distribution list. Some
databases had a very low usage, and were mainly used by members of one distribution
list. For example, SciFinder had a base of 19 users with almost all of its users belonging
to distribution list 3. Participants from distribution list 3 used all the databases and
reported the highest percent usage of all databases except -- Database B, Database D,
Database E and the PDR Online.  SciFinder, Database E, CrossFire, Current Contents,
Database F, and the library catalog were the only databases not used by at least one
person from each of the distribution lists (Fig.23).
Database use for
Distribution List 1
Database use for
Distribution List 2
Database use for
Distribution List 3
· Library Catalog,
· Database E
· Database D
· Database C
· PDR Online
· Contents Now
· Dow Jones Interactive
· Database D
· Database A
· Database F
· PDR Online
· SciFinder
· CrossFire,
· Database F
· Dow Jones Interactive
· Library Catalog
Database use for
Distribution List 4
Database use for
Distribution List 5
· Database B
· Database E
· PDR Online
· Database G
· Medline
· Database D
· PDR
· Database B
· Database C
· Medline
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Figure 23: Distribution List’s Database Use
The results of the respondents who rated the value of databases and the
convenience of the decentralized libraries indicates that respondents are still split
between finding the arrangement convenient or not convenient (Fig.24).
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Figure 24: Convenience of Decentralization and Value of Databases
The relationship between those who rated the value of the databases higher and
who rated access to materials as highly important revealed the opposite (Fig.25),
suggesting that there is a strong relationship between the respondents who valued
databases and who also found a centralized location to be very important. This is a
significant finding. If the company decides to centralize all library locations into one, the
client's information needs may at least be partially satisfied through the use of electronic
tools and services.
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Figure 25: Importance of Centralization and Value of Databases
Figure 26 shows respondent opinions of the decentralized arrangement by each
distribution list.  Distribution list 4 shows a split response –17 % find the decentralized
arrangement inconvenient, 27% find it convenient and 41% find it very convenient.
Members of distribution list 1 were also not in agreement – 29% had no opinion, 23%
found it be inconvenient, while 35% found it very convenient (Fig.26).  Members of
distribution Lists 2, 3, 4 and 5 agreed that a centralized location for convenient access to
library materials was very important to their daily work routine (Fig.27)
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Figure 26: Distribution List’s Opinion of Decentralization
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Figure 27: Distribution List's Opinion of Centralization
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There is a link between the most valued databases and user comfort level. The
majority of the databases that were given high value ratings were also given high comfort
ratings as well (Fig.28). In general, the comfort level using electronic databases was very
high. Respondents felt the least comfortable using CrossFire, Database B and
Database G.
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Figure 28: Value of Databases and the User's Comfort Level
Comments
Respondents had an opportunity to make additional comments to five different
questions dispersed throughout the survey. This allowed them to express opinions and
make suggestions regarding library services. Most comments were positive and focused
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on several issues. All the comments are provided in Appendices H-L. The following are
brief highlights of selected comments.
 Fifteen of the 148 respondents commented on Reference Desk Service
(Appendix H). The majority said they were pleased and found the people and services to
be “very timely, quick . . . polite and courteous . . . very helpful . . .very responsive to my
needs.” More negative comments referred to reference points that are not staffed, such as
the libraries in the Sanders Building and the North Building.
It appears respondents are either generally satisfied with the decentralized
arrangement of libraries, or completely dissatisfied (Appendix I). Most comments were
positive for people who are located near one of the decentralized libraries. Other
comments expressed concern about the Sanders Library; one said, “Would desire a better
library in Sanders.” Also, some comments expressed desires for more electronic journals
and services to compensate for the decentralized location of libraries.
Most of the comments in regards to centralized, convenient access for library
materials were positive (Appendix J). Many respondents expressed interest in increasing
the number of electronic journals. Users commented on their dissatisfaction with the
arrangement of materials and lack of service in the Chemistry Library.
Thirty-eight respondents submitted end of survey comments with suggestions for
improvements for library services (Appendix K). Some of the users inquired about
training services and suggested ‘brown bag’ lunch sessions, where training could be
provided for electronic desktop tools. Others urged the increase of the electronic journal
collection; they wanted more reference materials available online and additional links and
sources to the Virtual Reference Desk page.
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Chapter 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The survey findings indicate a large number of respondents prefer using the
present electronic services available through the company’s information center. The high
usage of the Forms on Line page, the Electronic Journals, the IM&A Homepage and the
Virtual Reference Desk indicate user preference of electronic services. The library's
clients made suggestions for more electronic journals, more online resources, and more
'virtual' services.
Another strong finding was the high satisfaction and value ratings for the
electronic databases that are presently available to clients. These databases can provide
the majority of the information the clients need if the client is aware of them and has
good searching ability. Marketing electronic tools and services will make clients aware of
the wealth of information available to them at their desktops. Education and training on
how to fully utilize these sources will give clients confidence to perform their own
research with the tools available to them.  Although the information professional is the
most highly trained expert in using various online databases, clients can still learn basic
commands and perform basic searches independently.
 In general, most clients rated value higher than satisfaction with the databases.
This may be the result of lack of education and training on how to use these databases.
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Medline, in particular, had a high satisfaction and value rating. It is a very popular
database and there have been numerous workshops and advertising with this product. If
the other databases were equally well marketed and training sessions offered, the
satisfaction rating and value ratings might increase. The more self-sufficient the clients
become, the less dependent the clients will be on library staff for simple searches. This
will also educate clients on the cutting edge of technology and how to utilize electronic
tools and services available to them at their desktop.
Survey findings indicate the R&D Library is the most visited, with Sanders
Library placing second. Clients who visit these libraries and others generally browse and
read the non-circulating journals and make photocopies of the articles they need. The
next most reported behavior is asking for assistance at the reference desk.  Findings
indicate most clients make requests through the Forms on Line page electronically, rather
than by visiting the library.  If information needs can be met through using electronic
services, it raises questions of the value of multiple library locations.
More clients were in favor of a centralized arrangement of libraries than a
decentralized arrangement. The decentralized arrangement of libraries has both
duplicated and split the collection into three main library locations -- the BRIC, R&D and
Clinical Sciences. Comments from participants in the survey indicate an understanding of
the advantages and disadvantages of the decentralized arrangement. The opinion about
this arrangement appears dependent on the respondent’s office location. This is the main
drive behind building several libraries -- to provide convenient access to all users.  On the
other hand, the client who needs access to journals covering several topics, such as
clinical trials, research and business, may have to travel to three different libraries. If the
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journals are not available online, it results in clients requesting the articles through
document delivery or traveling to another library for immediate retrieval.
Is a centralized location for convenient access an answer to this situation? The
findings indicate a higher response rate from participants on this question.  Comments
from participants support one location, but only if it was near them. If not, the clients
would still have to travel to another location to meet their information needs. A
centralized location of library materials would give Company X an information hub
where clients can go for research.
The overwhelming finding of this survey is that clients want more electronic
access to information. By providing more electronic services, including increasing the
number of electronic journals, increasing awareness of the Virtual Reference Desk and
the IM&A homepage, the library can meet this demand without restructuring the library.
However, providing electronic access in conjunction with one centralized location is a
possibility to explore in the future.
Limitations of the Survey
The survey had several limitations that should be discussed. Members of the
distribution list 2, the Business/Marketing group, only received 54 surveys. This is a very
small base in comparison with distribution lists 1, 3 and 4 who on the average received
172. Distribution list 5 also included a smaller number of employee's opinion. Therefore,
groups 2 and 5 were underrepresented in this survey.  Inferences about their use can only
be made with conditions.
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The survey was sent via email and in electronic format. Some of the questions
were left unanswered, either intentionally or unintentionally. The questions most
frequently unanswered had a drop text box, where the respondent had to click on the box
to view the choices for the question. Non-response to these questions may be from lack of
experience participating in web surveys or filling out electronic forms.
Interpretations of survey questions are in the eyes of the participant. One question
in particular, "How often do you consult the reference desks for your information needs?"
may have been misinterpreted. The intent of the question was to include both walk-in use
and telephone use. From comments, it appears that the respondents may have associated
this question only with physically walking into the library, not calling the desk.  The
clients may not realize the help desk phone number for product support is the Reference
Desk.
The high response rate among the Chemistry and Sanders Libraries indicates both
an interest and dissatisfaction with services. Distribution list 3, which includes the
chemistry and development groups, generally voiced their opinion more than other
groups. The silent majority, so to speak, is satisfied with library services. The majority of
comments expressing dissatisfaction were received from the Chemistry and Sanders
Library users.
Recommendations
As Company X moves into the new millennium, the information center must
follow suit. The IM&A department should support clientele responsibility to utilize the
tools available to them, in recognition of the trend in libraries to become a 'library
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without walls.' This will require the library's clients to become more familiar with
electronic services and use services such as the Virtual Reference Desk.
In order for this to occur, more training and education opportunities need to be
offered for clients to learn how to search these databases most efficiently. Database
searching can be frustrating for a new user and often discourages the users from trying
again. Proper training gives clients confidence to search independently and look to the
library for product support. Training should start with the databases that received the
lowest ratings in terms of satisfaction. These databases include Database E, Database F,
CrossFire and Contents Now.
In addition to education and training, these databases should be marketed within
the company. Participant's comments at the end of the survey indicate a lack of awareness
of the Library Catalog. Marketing the catalog will eliminate calls to the reference desk
that ask which library holds the particular journal they are searching for. This will
eliminate unnecessary trips to libraries the clients believed 'should' carry the journal.  One
final suggestion is to market services and tools through a Library Awareness Week -- an
open house where the library provides training sessions and tours.
Conclusion
In brief, the focus of this survey was to determine the value of services provided
by the information center. It clearly demonstrates the need for information services in the
corporate world and the need for an information center to design and direct these
services.
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This paper also adds to a body of literature published by scholars in the field on
use and user surveys. Much of the literature dates back in the early nineties and this study
advances the understanding of the increasing value and growth of electronic library
services. Because the survey was requested by email and used a web survey instrument,
those who responded may be more comfortable with electronic services than those who
did not respond. The strong finding in support of electronic services may reflect this bias.
This study also contributes to predicting future trends at the reference desk by
identifying strengths and weaknesses in current library services. It presents a glimpse of
the future for an information center and offers suggestions for the development of future
products and services.
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Appendix A
DISTRIBUTION LISTS
I  US R&D Development Division
US Chem Dev Dept 36
US PCA Chemical Analysis 15
US PCA Formulation Groups 29
US PCA MPP 31
US R&D Analytical Sciences 111
US R&D BioMet 132
                 US R&D Inter Bio Analysis 28
                 US R&D Inter Business Stragtic & Support 12
                 US R&D Inter Science Development 10
                 US US R&D Development Support 37
                 US US R&D Research Support 45
US R&D Biotechnology Prod. Dev. 9
US R&D Clinical Supply Operations 51
US R&D Inhal Prod Dev 38
US R&D Med Safety Eval Div 186
              US R&D Bio Sciences Support 68
              US R&D Toxicology & Pathology 118
US R&D Pharm Tech & Sciences 99
      Total  737
II    US Marketing Resource Strategies
Total  10
III   US Marketing Information
Total 10
IV   US Market Res & Anal 
Total 52
V    US BRIC
Total 68
VI   US R&D Research
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US R&D Biochemistry 191
US R&D Mol Biochemistry 42
US R&D Mol Endocrinology 28
US R&D Molecular Sciences 53
US R&D Receptor Biochem 38
US R&D Research Technology 8
US R&D Chemistry 175
US R&D Analytical Chemistry 23
US R&D Med Chemistry I 29
US R&D Med Chemistry II 28
US R&D Med Chemistry III 22
US R&D Med Chemistry III 27
US R&D Med Chemistry V 26
US R&D Structural Chemistry 20
US R&D Discovery Genetics 123
US Bioinformatics 30
US R&D Functional Genetics 28
US R&D Genomic Sciences 28
US R&D Human Genetics 21
US R&D Molecular Genetics 16
US R&D Diversity Sciences 20
US R&D Pharmacology 146
US R&D Cancer Biology 35
US R&D Met Diseases 31
US R&D Mol Pharmacology 32
US R&D Virology 48
US R&D Research Admin  33
US RIR 65
Total  760
VII  US MED OPS 766
US BIO 189
US GMRPS Global Health Outcomes 17
US Medical Affairs 269
US R&D Clin Apps Resch 15
US R&D MA Health Outcomes 24
US R&D MA-Infectious Diseases 14
US R&D MA-Oncology/HIV/GI 58
US R&D Med Affairs CNS 48
US R&D Med Affairs Respiratory 22
US R&D Medical Information 53
US R&D Regional Med Scientists 24
US R&D SICI 11
US R&D BPI 13
US R&D CP US 67
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US R&D Epidemiology 23
US R&D IMIS 88
US Medical Publications 12
US R&D ICDD 12
US R&D IMED 15
US R&D IMQS 4
US R&D Med Doc Proc & Pub 12
US R&D WMRC 16
US RegMon Dept 27
US R&D Product Surveillance 80
Total 766
VIII  US CRC REPS 
Total 55
GRAND TOTAL 2,458
* Groups II, III,IV, and V were combined to form List 2.
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Appendix B
EMAIL TO SURVEY PARTICPANTS
The Information Management and Analysis group (IM&A) is sponsoring a survey of
Electronic Information Services.
Please take a few minutes to complete the survey by May 28 and your name will
automatically be entered into a drawing for a $25 AMEX gift check.
The Winner will be announced June 1st, 1999.
To fill out the survey, please click on the link --
http://www.ils.unc.edu/~tsitm/test2.htm  (Bes  viewed in Netscape Navigator.)
Thanks in advance for your support and cooperation!
Maria Tsitseras
Information Management
R&D Library, Building 5
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Appendix C
FOLLOW-UP EMAIL TO SURVEY PARTICIPANTS
The Information Management and Analysis group (IM&A) is sponsoring a survey
of Electronic Information Services.
If you have submitted a survey, Thank You for your participation!
If you have not submitted a survey, please take a few minutes to complete the survey
and your name will automatically be entered into a drawing for a $25 AMEX gift
check. The deadline has been extended to June 4th!!!!.
The Winner will be announced June 11, 1999.
To fill out the survey, please click on the link --
http://www.ils.unc.edu/~tsitm/test2.htm  (Bes  viewed in Netscape Navigator.)
Thanks again in advance for your support and cooperation!
Maria Tsitseras
Information Management
R&D Library, Building 5
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Appendix D
INTERVIEW NOTES
Interview with Subject A on 5/4/99
· Change numbers for time frame on the question, “In one month, how many times do
you consult the reference desks (Building 5 or Business Library/Headquarters or
Clinical Sciences Library) for your information needs?” Change to 1-2
· IMA Home Page – didn’t know what it was. Maybe change to Information
Management and Analysis Home Page (Library’s Home Page).
· For the evaluation of electronic services and databases, list all the possibilities and
have all options horizontal for clicking. Change question to “Which of the following
electronic services do you use and how valuable and how satisfied do you find them?
· Change the question, “How important to your research needs is convenient access to
books, journals, and other reference materials?” to “How important to your daily
work routine is convenient access to books, journals, and other reference materials?
· Change the question, “If you use the libraries, which of the following do you
normally do?” to “When you visit the libraries, which of the following routine
activities do you do?
· Wanted a question for suggestions of other services you wanted to have
included/updated.
· Subject didn’t understand multiple selection instruction, (Please scroll and hold down
the control key for multiple selection). Instead, subject said to add at the end of the
question, Please select all that apply. Then, for instruction, say, “Please scroll down,
press the control key and click the left mouse to make an individual selection.”
· Suggestions on groups to distribute the email to include:
Medical Publishing
Strategic Surveillance Carr
US Medical Affairs Health Outcomes
CRC
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· Suggested having an incentive for people to fill out, such as a drawing for a $25
dollar gift certificate at the mall. Subject said a lot of the surveys that she fills out
have incentives such as these and they work.
Interview with Subject B 5/4/99
· Change from “In one month, how many times do you consult the reference desks
(Building 5 or Business Library/Headquarters or Clinical Sciences Library) for your
information needs? To “On average, how many times in month do you consult . . .”
· Expand the comment box so people can see what they are writing.
· Thought the database question and the electronic question should be in the form of a
table.
· Add a question to the top saying, If you do not use the library, please click here.
Subject thought it should take to another screen, asking where they get help with their
information needs. This way the results will not be skewed.
· For distribution lists, thought to target managers and top administrative people, not
admen who don’t use the library services. Subject thought to distribute it to clinical
research scientists, clinical program heads, and other professional staff.
· Also suggested researcher speak with a statistician at school to make the questions
valid.
Interview with Subject C 5/6/99
· Suggested to rank the decentralized and convenient access question to numbers – not
important 1-----5 very important.
· Add a comment box for the convenient question.
· Straighten the spaces at the top where name is.
· Increase font on the “please scroll down . . .” sentence.
· Target commercial sales people, marketing.
· List what you do in 2 columns.
· Use radio buttons instead of drop down box – one less step the user has to do.
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· Change the drop boxes to lists and add value and satisfaction beside it.
· Have a cookie party for your department if you win as incentive.
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Appendix E
Survey
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Appendix F
SURVEY 2
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Appendix G
WHY I DON’T USE THE LIBRARY COMMENTS
ID# Comments
2 I use PDR online, borrow materials, and search the internet.
3 Internet/Intranet  and Libraries in my area
5 I use the thesaurus and many intranet resources to answer customer questions.
6 Journal articles are not necessary for my role.  The only time I needed a reference was the Physician's Fee Schedule
for setting up budget projections and I could not locate the copy supposed to be in the Sanders Building and there
was no one on site to ask.
8 Most of my information needed is available through BEACON or Company X’s web sites.
9 I use the Web, Microsoft Technet, direct contacts with venders, discussions with co-workers, and Industry magazines
and books I order.  IMA has helped me troubleshoot Crossfire and other IMA applications on client's computer
systems that I support.
10 Company X’s Intranet and sometime Internet.
11 I usually use the Internet to find the information I need.  If I can't find it here, then I ask someone who may know.
12 I read journals that are circulated through the department.  I do know how to access the online information if needed.
13 We have resources within our department and often use electronic information sources (i.e. electronic PDR).
14 Phone calls/ Internet.
15 Relevant scientific articles are generally obtained by team leaders and circulated to the team. I get a lot of
information from the Web as I usually deal with FDA/regulatory issues that are all listed on various web sites. I
receive many of the free journals, and I subscribe to one scientific journal.
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Appendix H
REFERENCE DESK COMMENTS
ID# Comments
7 I have used Reference Desk only a few times... usually I search out what I need.
17 Very timely, quick and easy.
24 All my contact has been electronically.
25 I have not needed to speak with anyone directly.
35 Use reference books very often in North, reference desk less often.
55 The CRC does not have the ability to leave our workstations to go to the library to do research.
59 Polite and courteous with a willingness to help.
61 I do not have a need to consult reference desk on a monthly basis.  The times I have had need to call I have always
experienced kind, courteous and very helpful people.
70 Very helpful the few times I've used it.
72 I am in Sanders.
85 I rarely contact them but when I do, they've been very helpful.
87 The reference desk is responsive to my needs.
95 Staff has always been very courteous and helpful.
106 I visit the library occasionally and service is excellent.
107 The staff is very helpful and committed to helping with requests on a timely basis.
129 I have not used these resources yet, but plan too soon!
131 The times I have called  the service were satisfactory.
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Appendix I
DECENTRALIZATION COMMENTS
ID# Comments
7 It's fine-- I like having a library near my office/lab, plus if I have some spare time between meetings while at
another site, I have a place to go be productive.
27 Knowing which journal is present in which library will be very helpful, especially if the information is on the Web.
31 I am close so it is convenient.  When we move to Venture it will not be so convenient.
35 Need easy access to chemistry journals/copier.
54 Since all of Company X is decentralized, the library MUST be!
57 I wish the library in Main was back
67 Current issues are often missing or lag time is too great.
72 If a library is not convenient, it won't be used and bad for the business. (Scientists won't be as up to date).
75 I have no problem with the way it is.
77 Medline, could you create an index that automatically gives you access to "related articles" like it does exist in the
National Library of Medicine?
Is there a place that publicized all the above databases and explains what type of info they provide and how to
access them?  There is so much info and data at Company X that it is easy to get lost.
79 I would like to see increased materials at Sanders.
82 As a chemist in building 3, I find the access to chemistry journals very poor. I am very unsatisfied with this aspect
of Company X.
85 If ALL the information were available at All the places, it would be great.  But that's impossible.  As many things as
you could put on line would probably be best.
86 Since all the clinical journals were removed from R&D and placed in Main building - it makes the process of
visiting the library very difficult (time consuming).  I would visit the R&D library on a frequent basis (at least 1-2
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times/month) but not anymore - too much down time.
102 I would utilize the Sanders Library or Building 5 more often if the selections and publications were updated and
maintained more efficiently.
109 I would desire better library in Sanders building.
112 We need a library at the Imperial Center.
119 Not all libraries have equal resources.
123 It is inconvenient to take two shuttles to the main library just to take a quick look at an article in a clinical journal.
125 My references seem to be spread out over the libraries every time I do a search.
129  I am a student and I plan to use the library more frequently.
132 I feel a library should have an attendant at a desk to assist.
133 As a chemist in building 3, it is a great inconvenience to need to go to the north building to obtain journals quickly
or to "hunt" through the literature for information. Also, that library appears to be rundown and not well maintained.
Journals are often misplaced, and the copier barely works.
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Appendix J
CENTRALIZATION COMMENTS
ID# Comments
9 I conduct literature searches on average of once a month, so on those days, access is even more important.
17 It is my source on keeping current.
21 Centralize, but do it at my site!  It would help if you allowed some overlap in the journals at Clin Sci.
25 The chemistry library/microfiche system in building 3 is pathetic considering there are almost 100 chemists in that
building.
27 Electronic Journals are the most convenient and fastest access. Sometimes that is very important.
35 Very important for quick access.
47 It is not essential on a daily basis, but when I need something I would like for it to be easily accessible.
55 We get requests for articles all the time.  It would be helpful to have one electronic location for looking up articles
to find out if they're Company X’s or not and where the requestor can obtain it
79 I serve as the Medical Communication CPH for Respiratory USMA and need quick access because of competitive
issues.
85 If it were easier to reach some of the journals that Sanders' little library doesn't carry it would be great, and used
more often.
97 Should increase electronic journals.  Include Journal of Virology.
102 It has become a necessity for our department to have our own reference room.
130 I wish there were more journals available online.
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Appendix K
IMPROVEMENTS/SUGGESTION COMMENTS
ID# Comments
3 Electronic Journals are great.  I can preview articles to see if they are of interest.  This is much more convenient than
having to go to the library or order a copy of an article.  In general the library pages are well organized and easy to
follow.
7 More electronic journals would be great!
9 When will on-line access to that Reference Desk journal spreadsheet be available?  It's really nice to know without
leaving my desk if a journal from 1985, for example, is there at R&D 5, or if we are missing that year.  I know I can
call the reference desk, but if I have several journals to check, it's often easier to just go and look for them myself (I
don't have to wait for the librarian to return my call, spell out titles, be put on hold, etc.) Thanks!
12 Have a training course for how to automatically set up electronic journal searches.
13 I appreciate the help I receive in locating articles and books I need for my work.  It's a big timesaver.
18 Add CAB abstracts and Toxline.
25 There are some (chemistry) journals that I would like to be able to access online.  And it would be useful to be able
to access journals from a year or two ago instead of only the most recent three months or so.  I realize that some of
those journals already have that capability, but others that have the capability we are not currently subscribing to
(electronically).
32 I would be very happy if all journals were electronic and accessible from my desktop.
35 Electronic journals are great for reference use- i.e. to find a particular article of reference.  They are very slow and
awkward for just reading an entire journal or browsing. I would also be happy with CD-ROM versions of some
journals or reference books, most of which I have at my desk now, as I need easy access.  E.g., PDR, Merck Index,
Chem. Dictionary, Hazard Data books, etc.   But I still use the less common books in the library.
41 I request articles others have selected, therefore, most of the above do not apply to me.
46 Sorry, I could not be more help on this survey.  I never use the Library....
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48 Quite by accident, I discovered that Company X is an authorized user of ideal.com, a website that posts abstracts
and articles from 174 different journals.  In less than 5 minutes I found a printable (through Adobe Acrobat) copy of
the article that took around 2 weeks or more to receive by filling out the article request form online.  I have always
been told that the article request form was the official procedure to use when requesting articles, but I sure wish I
had known about this website!
54 The Forms on Line has saved me more than once. Keep up the good work.
55 As mentioned earlier it would be helpful to have a one-stop location that gives you the ability to locate an article.  It
may already exist, but I'm not aware of it.
More communication to employees about your services and how to use them.
56 Easier online resources modeled after Medline or another familiar electronic source.
59 I haven't used any electronic services, but I have dealt with the personnel within the library.  I needed a search done
quickly and the response was excellent.  The person that did my search for me provided very prompt turnaround
time and was very pleasant to work with.  Even though we never spoke on the phone, we communicated very well
via E-Mail.  I felt as if I knew her, but I hadn't met her.
67 There are electronic journals available that are not on the IM&A page, so I bookmark them separately.  I realize it's
just a matter of time but it would be nice to E-mail sites to be added in a timely manner to one location. The
electronic info services are wonderful services and they make my job much easier! Thanks!
70 The mechanism for obtaining reprints via the web is absolutely terrible.
72 Electronic journals, automated searches, web-based article requests etc are WONDERFUL. They make us better at
our jobs and help us be more efficient. However, this does not replace having a library to go to and browse actual
journals, look up things you need ASAP. My job would be easier, and so would the jobs of those wonderful people
who send me all the copies of articles from Forms on Line, if the Sanders library had more back issues of the
journals they carry. There are several key journals not available in the Sanders library.
73 Electronic journals are the way to go! Why don't we have Science and Nature? My one complaint is that PDF files
have fairly low-resolution figures.
Also, as a structural chemist, I need to get a lot of x-ray structural papers, and the figures are nearly impossible to
interpret with a black and white copy.  I like the electronic journals because I can get the color figures, whereas the
library sends only B&W copies.  It would be nice if we could request color copies of those few structural papers that
we cannot get electronically (Science and Nature being prime examples).
79 As Medical Communications CPH for Respiratory Medical Affairs, I would like to know more about availability of
electronic services.  I was also very pleased regarding the electronic results of a recent search I requested (Employee
X provided the results).
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80 Provide training on the options under the virtual reference page.
82 I wish every reference I ever needed were available in electronic format.
85 As I mentioned, if we are going to stay with decentralized libraries, the more electronic info available, the better.
Thanks for asking.
86 I use the forms on line most often and would suggest, if it were possible, editing the form to allow multiple requests
on one form. This would be a big help and much more efficient for multiple requests.  Thanks
87 Schedule some library classes within launch breaks.
91 What are electronic information services?
104 I have found that not much information I am interested in comes via electronic journals. When they are available, I
find them very useful.
105 It has proved to be very useful.
111 I have little knowledge of the electronic services available, or of the services available through the libraries in
general. I would be interested in finding out more. Would I be able to do this on my own?  Is there a source
document that describes how the libraries are run, and how I might best use them? Thanks.
123 While I have only been here at Company X for two months, I have been very impressed by the quality and
timeliness of the electronic reference services (although there can be a bit of "back and forth”) and document
delivery forms.  I would love to see more journals available online, as well as more databases (such as Embase or
Biosis) available to search from the desktop.
127 Try to add as many journals as possible.  (Cancer Research for example)
133 It should be remembered that electronic journals, while a great and convenient source of information, are not a cure-
all. The bulk of information is not on-line, and we need to maintain our hardcopy libraries and make access to them
convenient. I would think that a library as valuable as the North "reading room" should be better maintained, and
would warrant a full-time staff person to answer questions and copy articles that have been requested on-line.
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Appendix L
BEHAVIOR COMMENTS
ID# Comments
9 I check the journal selection at the reference desk to see if a particular journal is here or if I need to request via
document delivery...I can't do this check at my computer.
27 Mostly I go to the library to get a photocopy of the articles that I need urgently and are not available as electronic
journals.
28 Copy Journal articles not available electronically.
35 Mostly use computers in other buildings where access is difficult to get otherwise.
37 I photocopy journal articles.
47 I use the reference materials.
67 I use reference books.
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